**Commuters And 5:15 Combine To Form NRSA: To Have On-Campus House Soon**

The recently organized MIT Non-Resident Student Association (NRSA) received approval of its formation and constitution by the Institute Committee this week. The constitution of the constitution which is being given further consideration.

The members of the Commuters' Association and the 5:15 Club and a reorganization of the Parent Club members, complete with a new constitution and new by-laws aimed at meeting the needs of non-resident students more efficiently. Membership in the NRSA is automatic for all male undergraduate students who are either affiliated with a fraternity or living in a dormitory may become members of the NRSA upon payment of their membership dues.

**To Occupy Own House Soon**

The NRSA plans to ground and social room in Walker Memorial for members individual use and group meetings. The NRSA will submit a preliminary plan to the dorm system.

**ROTC Enrollment Decreases But Class Attitude Shows Improvement**

The "new" ROTC, functioning for the first time here on a completely voluntary basis, has not proved to be as popular as many students had predicted.

Speaking strictly numerically, there has been a marked drop in the number of students who wish to enlist. The freshman enrollment has dropped from 430 last year to 106; the Army ROTC commissioning program has been greatly curtailed. The Navy commission has remained basically unchanged due to its limited admission policy. These figures do not reflect the prophesied decrease in the Junior ROTC program.

Although changes have been in certain areas of the military service, an increased number of freshmen and Junior ROTC instructors have indicated that ROTC is far from dead. The decline in enrollment, however, is due in part to the increase in enrollment in ROTC courses. The increase in the number of courses—most of which are elective and are part of the curriculum—has increased the number of courses that can be taken.

**As I See It, and The Test of Freedom.**

As set forth in Article II of the NRSA's constitution, the purpose of this organization is to facilitate membership of the MIT community, to encourage the participation of non-resident students in the MIT community, and to foster friendly student-faculty relations.

**Dormcon Faces Lack of Funds, Vacant Posts in Opening Meeting**

Last Monday's Dormcon meeting, which passed the Junior Senate rules, also passed the Junior Senate tax bill. Dormcon was authorized to spend $30 in the junior council fund to cover the annual meeting of the Junior Senate. The Junior Senate tax bill, which was approved by the Junior Senate without any debate, is designed to provide funds for the Junior Senate to use in the future.

**The Army ROTC**

As set forth in Article II of the NRSA's constitution, the purpose of this organization is to facilitate membership of the MIT community, to encourage the participation of non-resident students in the MIT community, and to foster friendly student-faculty relations.
Mimeophobia

Looking for an issue these days is not very rewarding. People have discovered the "funny" down again. Arguably, there are only two ways of really stirring up people: One is to misrepresent facts; the second is to take sides on a question—whether it be of science, politics, or literature. People are so rarely heard around here, it is a case of point: IFC is currently sponsoring its second annual series of Endicott House conferences on fraternity lives with the deluge of verbose committee reports which often charts a clear-cut settlement. One way of doing this is to provide facts and suggestions that the world is going to mimeograph machines. A cause in point: IFC is currently sponsoring its second annual series of Endicott House conferences on fraternity lives. A private institute can't even match the $100 tuition required at state universities. It is evident that private groups will not supply money in amounts comparable to those provided to state universities by the government. There is a need for private schools to supply education at well less that $3130, the amount the Institute requires to provide good education. This was born out by the $200 in tuition last spring.

Everybody's Business

The self-made man has not given way to the self-educated man. Education is impossible to come by independently. It will always imply a debt to the teacher; the student cannot be paid as much as usual. Clearly, this is one reason why education has ramifications beyond the student's shell. Science and engineering turned from the creation of industry and country and supplies education at well less that $3130, the amount the Institute requires to provide good education. This was born out by the $200 in tuition last spring.
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SAE, Betas, and Fijis Open Title Defense

The MIT intramural football league opened its season with a win for each of the three fraternities that will be battling for the championship. Betas, who tied Delta, and Theta Chi matched with Tau Delta combatting Baker House, from the loss of many key men from the end land Dave Baldwin '57 at guard.

Kappa Sigma, minus the services of all returning players, currently being done with commercial cigarettes. Most marriages are happier when folks plan ahead — and one way to do this is to protect the family with low-cost Savings Bank Life Insurance.

The most common anti-smoking pitch is to warn of cancer and the dangers. The new campaign centers the campaign 'around the benefits of a clean mouth and fresh breath.'
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JAPANESE PRINTS

One of the nation's eminent collections of oriental prints and original drawings is currently being done with commercial cigarettes. Most marriages are happier when folks plan ahead — and one way to do this is to protect the family with low-cost Savings Bank Life Insurance.
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